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AT Northwestern Rural Electric Cooperative (REC), we recognize Electrical
Safety Month every May, but we also
know the importance of practicing
safety year-round. From our co-op
crews to you, the members we serve,
we recognize that everyone has a part
to play in prioritizing safety.
According to the Electrical Safety
Foundation International, thousands
of people in the U.S. are critically
injured or electrocuted as a result of
electrical fires and accidents in their
own homes. Many of these accidents
are preventable. Electricity is a
necessity, and it powers our daily lives.
But we know firsthand how dangerous
electricity can be because we work
with it 365 days a year.
To me, safety is more than a
catchphrase. As president and CEO,
it’s my responsibility to keep co-op
employees safe. Additionally, we want
to help keep you and all members of
our community safe. That’s why you’ll
see Northwestern REC hosting safety
demonstrations at community events
and in schools throughout the year to
illustrate the dangers of electricity. We
discuss emergency scenarios, such as
what to do in a car accident involving
a utility pole and downed power lines.
Electricity is an integral part of
modern life. Given the prevalence of
electrical devices, tools and appliances,
I’d like to pass along a few practical
safety tips:
k Have a qualified electrician
check for hazards if you notice
the following: dimming lights,
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a sizzling or buzzing sound, the
smell of warm plastic, a switch
plate that feels warm or looks
scorched, sparks when plugging
in or unplugging items, or circuits
that trip often.
k When working with electrical
equipment inside the house
or shop, be aware that this
equipment can spark when
flammable vapors, gases or dust
are present.
k Do not overstretch a cord or use
frayed or damaged cords.
k During storms, lightning can
enter homes through corded
phones, televisions, radios or
computers. Lightning can also
travel through plumbing, so do
not take a bath, shower or wash
dishes when you see lightning
strikes. If possible, unplug appliances and electronics before the
storm, including cellphones that
are charging via electricity.
I encourage you to talk with your
kids about playing it safe and smart
around electricity. Help them be aware
of overhead power lines near where
they play outdoors.
Our top priority is providing an
uninterrupted energy supply 24/7,
365 days per year, but equally important is keeping our community safe
around electricity.
Contact us for additional electrical
safety tips or if you would like us to
provide a safety demonstration at
your school or upcoming community
event. a
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Small coin with a huge meaning

And other metal detecting treasures of one cooperative member
By Amy Wellington, Director of Communications

UNCOVERING CO-OP HISTORY: Dave Van Cise, left, found the Willie Wiredhand commemorative
coin on George Dayton’s property.

IT ALL began about four years ago
during hunting season, when a friend
lost a gold ring while gutting a deer.
This ring had great sentimental value
to the distraught hunter, so Dave Van
Cise borrowed a metal detector from
another friend and began searching.
He and his girlfriend, Tammy Hert,
spent hours “swinging,” as they say in
metal-detecting speak when referring
to the motion of the detector. They
found lots of interesting items, he said,
but not the ring.
That is until they had given up and
were heading back to the house. Hert
happened to look down at just the right
moment. There it was in the tracks left
by a four-wheeler — the ring. Despite
finding the ring without the aid of the
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from 1869, which he believes is worth
about $89. He’s not in it to make money, though, Van Cise says. He hasn’t yet
sold any of his finds and never really
intends to.
But that wasn’t the coin I was there
to see.
With his Minelab Equinox metal
detector, Van Cise can precisely zero in
on specific coins. For example, when
the device displays the number 27, he
knows it could be a dime, 31 indicates
a quarter, 24 is a penny, and more specifically, 19 is an Indian head penny.
The number 16 on the display means
gold, but Van Cise typically ignores
that number because it also is the
number for old beer tabs — and there
are far more of those in the ground
than gold jewelry.
According to Van Cise, one of his
metal-detecting friends explains the
odds of finding gold very pointedly.
For every 1,500 beer tabs found, there
is one gold ring. Those are some very
disheartening odds.
Van Cise chooses to metal detect
wherever he can obtain permission,
usually on his friends’ or family’s
properties. But there is a method to his
metal-detecting process — or a science
— that he employs. Using an old map
book of all the townships in Crawford County from 1876, Van Cise can
identify where buildings used to be to
home in on a location. The map book

metal detector, Van Cise was hooked.
Van Cise lives on co-op lines at the
top of a rolling country hill, just northeast of Townville in Crawford County.
Looking toward Townville from his
property, you can see the
old Fiely farm on the next
hill. “This is God’s country,”
I’ve heard people say about
Steuben Township, and I can
certainly see why.
I was called to the Van
Cise property to see a
special coin he found while
metal detecting on his
neighbor’s land. Van Cise
prefers to hunt for coins.
One of his most prized finds TREASURE TROVE: Dave Van Cise displays many of his
treasures, each with a unique story of its own.
is an Indian head penny
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itself is a beautiful old relic of prints
with hand-drawn details and extremely
accurate information.
There could have been an old mill or
church or barn on a property back in
1876 that is no longer there. Those are
all great areas to metal detect, according to Van Cise, so is swinging near
old foundations.
You will find far more trash than
treasures, however, which I, too, have
discovered metal detecting on my own
property. Van Cise simply enjoys spending the time metal detecting, whether
he finds any treasures or not. It’s his
alone time, where he can clear his head.
But when you find that one treasure,
you certainly can’t wait to share it with
others. That’s what happened about a
year ago, when Van Cise found a very

aluminum coin that’s
about the size of a 50cent piece. There was
a cartoon character
on one side with the
words, “Willie Wiredhand Value Coin.” The
other side revealed the
purpose of this unique
coin, dated 1960: It
was the silver jubilee
(25th anniversary) of
America’s rural electric
systems.
Van Cise was excited
to share this find
with his buddy, Rob
Burns, who worked
for Northwestern REC
at the time. News of
this coin made its way
through the co-op like
wildfire and landed in
my inbox. Burns has
THE COIN: The images above show
since retired from the
the front and back of the silver jubilee
co-op, but was more
coin, respectively. Northwestern’s
24th annual meeting was held in
than happy to connect
August 1960 at the Crawford County
me recently with Van
Fairgrounds.
Cise.
Doing a little digANNUAL MEETING LUNCH ON
WILLIE WIREDHAND: The image
ging of my own — in
at left was found in the official annual
the co-op archives
meeting notice for August 1960.
— I was able to track
down Northwestern’s
official annual meeting
notice
from
1960,
which would have
interesting coin on the property of his
been
the
co-op’
s
24th
anniversary. And
neighbor, George Dayton.
sure
enough,
there
it
was:
an image of
The Van Cise family has deep roots
the
silver
jubilee
coin
worth
$1 toward
in Crawford County and has owned
lunch
for
one
member.
various properties in Steuben TownWillie Wiredhand has been the mascot
ship for many generations. They have
for
electric cooperatives since 1950,
been co-op members since electricity
and
the coin itself was to commemorate
was first available at their farm. Acthe
25th
anniversary of rural electrificacording to Van Cise’s father, Gordon,
tion,
which
began in 1935 when Presithere wasn’t any electricity in their
dent
Franklin
D. Roosevelt created the
area until around 1938. The elder Van
Rural
Electrification
Administration.
Cise remembers his own father telling
Although
that
little
coin has no
stories about how he helped set poles
monetary
value,
it
is
certainly
a priceto bring electric to the rural area. In a
less
artifact
for
us
and
other
co-ops
way, they could be considered some of
across the nation. It represents the
the forefathers of Northwestern Rural
magnificent movement that brought
Electric Cooperative (REC).
light to rural America. Thank you,
Van Cise discovered there was a coin
Dave, for sharing your find with us.
buried just below the surface on DayKeep on swinging! a
ton’s property. He dug up this shiny
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